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5 stars - most popular shaadi mein zaroor aana movies full hd download. shaadi mein zaroor aana. enjoy shaadi
mein zaroor aana movies online for free. this romantic bollywood movie is in hindi language with english subtitles.
the film was co-produced by arbaaz khan, govind namdev and anurag kashyap, who also directed the movie.
shaadi. shaadi mein zarrooaana is a 2017 indian romantic drama film directed by bapi dixit, produced by vishal
bhardwaj and sameer nair. it stars rajkumar rao and kirti kharbanda. the film released on 3 march 2017. the film
tells the tale of a young man from a traditional gujarat brahmin family who is about to marry a girl from a bania
community. the film received mixed reviews from critics, while the performances of rajkumar rao and kirti
kharbanda were appreciated. the film has earned more than 50 crores at the box office. shaadi mein zaroor aana is
a 2017 indian romance drama film directed by bharat bhardwaj and produced by vishal bhardwaj and sameer nair.
the film stars rajkumar rao and kirti kharbanda in the lead roles. the film was released on 3 march 2017. this film
received positive reviews from critics and has emerged as one of the biggest hit films of 2017. since the release of
parineeta, rajkumar rao received many films. the film stars him in his first contemporary role. he is known for his
performance in films like shuddh desi romance, the dirty picture, krishna gaadi veera babu, siddharth, anjaana
anjaani,omiya, double vodka and heartbeats. his role of radhika in parineeta and that of a rajput in bajrangi bhaijan
(2016), saw him gain further recognition.
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